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Transliteration of the Channeling "Crossroads"
of Archangel Chamuel by Heike Lieselotte Schneider on June 29, 2021

"Be blessed, you beloved children in light. We are the energy which you call Chamuel.
Beloved children in the light. Before we get to our actual topic, we would like to go a little
bit into what is currently going on in the transformation process of the human being itself,
of every human being.
Beloved children in the light. One is that after the bone structures may also still be a bit
problematic because of the energies that are currently affecting you, but beyond that it is
also that it is coming more into the tissue structures. Every single change that you go
through brings certain tensions into your body, so it is of great importance to do a lot of
relaxation exercises in the area of the muscles, the tissues at this time. But at this time it is
often the case that there can be some kind of allergic reaction in the throat, nose, pharynx,
the bronchial tubes, but especially in the eye area.
Beloved children in the light. Apart from the fact that a lot of not very positive forces are
acting on you at the moment, it is of great, great importance to supply the body with an
appropriate amount of energy. For this it is useful to feel into the body. For example, direct
your attention only to your feet. Observe. The energy follows the attention, and let this
energy rise in your body. As long as you remain in the role of observer, energy will flow to
certain parts of your body. If you have pain anywhere in your body, do not focus your
attention on the pain or in the pain, but on the part of your body that hurts. For example, if
the knee hurts, observe only the knee. Put the attention into your knee and just let the pain
go away.
This is healing energy that you can permanently give to yourself and because of the fact
that the dark forces are trying to spread as much toxins as possible in all directions, it
would be of great importance to raise your bodies, the body vibration so much that
eventually the body can easily handle certain situations and if the heart chakra vibrates
high enough or vibrates strong enough - as you know, it has an electromagnetic field 5000
times greater than that of the brain, which is actually much more and beyond - that area
can be expanded so that
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Heart chakra can vibrate so big that the whole body is in this energy frequency (and far
beyond), and thus you have protection from all external influences.
All that which does not conform to this vibrational frequency, so to speak, cannot be
absorbed into the body. That means it would just bounce off. This would be of great
importance at this particular time, and it would help you to strengthen your auric field to the
point that you would ultimately be more and stronger in your power.
Beloved Children in Light. Our theme today is about the crossroad. The crossroad at which
each of you stands, but also at which all of humanity stands. In this truly very exciting and
very emotional time - and we know that we are repeating ourselves very often, but we
remain convinced that constant dripping wears away the stone and that we are actually
reaching you in these areas - that you understand that what is actually happening in the
environment, happening in the world, is a very, very, very rare event.
Beloved children. The illusion about living and dying, the illusion about really living or just
being (present), is coming to an end. This means that the ascension process will increase
more and more strongly and rapidly. Along with this ascension process, of course, comes
the awakening process. And we know that many of you are now saying or thinking, the
people around me are not waking up at all.
Beloved children in the light. This crossroad is there for everyone. It means that souls
decide, quite consciously, what is important to them in life, what they want to live and what
they do not want to live. But the crossroad also means that only what is supported by
humanity will still exist in the world. If a person allows himself to be persuaded to do
something in order to have comforts, to be able to go on vacation or whatever, it means
that it is not really humanity in the full sovereignty that is being lived, but it means a
superficiality that does not really enable the person to exist in 5D or to make the ascent.
Beloved humans, beloved human children. There will be a hard time ahead of you, but
only if you evaluate it as such. If you understand that life and death are, in the final
analysis, only two sides of the same coin, if you understand that even a caterpillar dies
when it becomes a butterfly, it means nothing else that living and dying is a transition. The
transition of living and dying is a change that ultimately leads to living a greater life, a freer
life, a different life.
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Many souls will decide to leave. Many souls will be transformed. Many souls will be saved.
But the point is that each individual will and must make that decision for themselves. It is
about living truthfulness. To live truthfulness in all the facets that make up truthfulness.
That means, if a question is asked why one does not do this or that or has decided against
it, to give a true and sincere answer and not to try to talk oneself out of it because one
does not feel like discussing it anymore. People you meet are of great importance. Every
person enters your life to teach you something or to learn something from you.
If someone doesn't ask you, you don't have to answer him. Then he is not ready for the
answer. But as soon as one asks, he is ready for the answer. And then be truthful. Try not
to hide yourself.
Try to be in your own power and sovereignty. And please stop waiting. If you wait, you will
get waiting delivered. You are waiting for the great liberation from outside. But the great
liberation from outside is waiting for you to liberate within yourself. The more people act
sovereignly, the more people stand by their convictions and stand up for themselves,
demand their human rights, the less resistance will happen on the outside. But the
upheaval must begin within each individual. Everyone must come to the point where they
say, enough is enough. I decide for truthfulness. I decide for the right to be human. And at
that moment something happens. The soul will have more and more the possibility to work
through each individual. This will be accepted by other souls, noticed, not on the conscious
level, but on the unconscious level and can help to awaken one or the other. The fire that
burns in you can be made smaller by the darkness, never extinguished. But the bigger
your own fire burns, the more people in your environment you can ignite this fire as well.
The power and strength of the soul is still underestimated by you. You are connected via
your Higher Self with the Divine Source itself, with the origin of all being. With the wisdom
and knowledge of the entire universe. You just have to allow it to flow through you. Stop
thinking for others. Be true. Stay with yourself, stay in your certainty. Stop fighting. Start
BEING.
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The fight brings fight. But in the power and the strength of being, every other soul will have
to respect this. And the stronger and more intense you shine as a soul in this world, the
less the darkness will dare to come near you, because the darkness will be transformed by
your shining.
Beloved child in the light. You are so infinitely powerful. You are so infinitely loving. You
have the power and the strength of transformation. And no matter what information comes
to you, stay connected. Seek the connection. God-knowledge is something subjective.
Beware of people who try to explain God to you, because they are trying to have power
over you. However you discover God, the Original Source, the Omnipotence, the Love, the
Creator, however you want to name IT/HIM, the moment you succeed in this, all by
yourself, you will strengthen this connection more and more and thus become a stronger
and stronger channel of light for the world.
But, it is not about how the other should behave, what your neighbor should do. It doesn't
matter if it is spiritual arrogance or the arrogance of knowing and portraying the other as
ignorant or asleep. You have not walked in the other person's shoes. You don't know what
made him be the way he is today. Turning off the judgment. To be powerful in yourself, out
of yourself, knowing that this powerful energy of love comes directly from the Divine
Source, can work through you without being stopped on the outside. The darkness then no
longer dares to approach you, because in your light it would be transformed. But in the
end, each of you makes too many compromises. No desire for further discussions or if,
then it becomes emotional. If you are in a discussion with a person who just wants "the old
life" back, where you know very well that the old life as you knew it, as you knew it, is long
gone, then share your vision of a new life.
Of a lived humanity, where children can play and do not have to work in some mines to
feed themselves and their families. Where there is a world where no human being has to
starve anymore. Where there is a world where children are free, can live and are not
tempted into a perversion that a child would never choose on their own.
Most people who are asleep are so fixated on pleasing everyone that they deny their
origin. And the origin is the Divine Omnipotence, the Creator, the Love.
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When you start to live this love, to set very clear boundaries, to be very clear in your
statements and stop feeding the fight by dubbing the sleeping neighbor as the sleeping
neighbor in your mind, but simply accept that there are certain different life experiences
and everyone has the free choice; the choice to go along with the ascension or not. And
you should come to terms with this to some extent, and there is enough specialized
literature of thanatology here, that death is not the end of life, but only the change into a
new life.
Beloved children in the light. We know it is a difficult time. But you soul were so
adventurous that you chose this very time to be here. You chose the time to incarnate.
You have chosen to co-create the change. However, you will not shape it by getting angry.
You will co-create it by focusing on how the planet should be. How the planet could be
shaped. How a coexistence without suffering, without wars, without abuse, without
violence could look like. Focusing on this in the certainty that this is exactly the future that
is coming. You decide, each one of you, how far away it is or how close it is. The change
is already here. The change is visible. You just have to look, you have to listen, and most
of all, you have to feel.
The thing that keeps most people from waking up is that they either negate the connection
to their own heart, to their gut, to their intuition, or they just push it away in order to
function. Try to have personal conversations. Try to have conversations, for example, in
the forest where the vibrational energy is much higher. Show people how to feel your heart
again, in your surrounding. Do not only distribute what negative things have happened and
what evil has happened again now, but focus now on the creation of paradise on earth.
Every soul is asked. Also yours. You are so loving. You are so great. You are so powerful.
You are so luminously beautiful. You are so empathic. You are so protective. You are so
brave. You are the one you have been waiting for all your life. The power in your world and
the power to change the world. But the awakening has to come from within you. You have
to feel sovereign yourself. You must be independent of what others think about you or
what others say about you. You have to be free from whether or not others on social
media like your lunch-photo.
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You have to start living with all your senses. You have to accept that your power and your
free will is God-given. Of course, you also have to accept the free will of your fellow man.
But the old thinking of life and death, of innocence and guilt is just dissolving. That which is
dark no longer has a right to exist. It will be taken out more and more, it will disappear
more and more.
Don't create more darkness by continuing to fight, but focus on what you want your life to
look like, but also what you want life to look like for others. No longer being better, more
beautiful, more intelligent, wiser or whatever, but being equal. Everyone has the right to
prosperity, to health, to happiness, to abundance. With each other, no longer against each
other, the time of competition is over. Building communities with each other, what one can't
do, the other can, joining hands, and it starts on a small scale, in the neighborhood, in the
family, at work, wherever. The stronger the light of each individual shines, the brighter it
becomes, the less chance the darkness has.
The revolt that is still taking place at the moment is nothing compared to what has been
done to the world, to the planet, to humanity and especially to the children over thousands
of years. The time is Now! The time is Now, where the change of this world begins, the
crossroad, which way everyone wants to go. And the choice is definitely up to each person
himself. Therefore choose wisely. Let yourself be guided by your instinct, by your intuition,
by your soul, not by the limitations of your head. Accepting that you don't know everything
yet and not imagining that you know everything is a big step. With the knowledge of today,
you would have done many things differently in the past. But with the knowledge of
tomorrow, you will realize that knowledge is never wisdom. Not if it originates only in the
head and is not borne by the heart and soul.
The next time will be turbulent. Choose to see it as an adventure. And know that every
soul is so important that it cannot be lost, no matter what dimension it is in. And know that
everything that is no longer ensouled or that was never ensouled has no place in the New
Era. You are love, you are power, you are co-creator, you are powerful, you are energetic,
you change the world. Know that you are never alone.
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We are always by Your side when You invite us, when You allow, when You give up the
pain and the struggle and allow love to transform pain, fear, anger and hatred. Where
there is light, there can be no darkness. Choose to be light. Choose to bring light into the
world. Decide for the immortality. And know that the Divine Hand is available to anyone
who asks for it. The protection is there. And the strength is within you. Show it, let it out,
live it, live!
We bless you in the light of the Divine omnipotence, now, in your special future, in your
actual life, in your actual being. GOD does not let any soul get lost, be sure of it and be in
the light of the Divine love all-embracingly kept and blessed. So be it.
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